Caliber PocketCop

An essential mobile tool for public safety.

Caliber PocketCop empowers first responders with mission-critical tools—in car and out. A mobile extension of one of the most advanced hosted Computer-Aided Dispatch solutions available, PocketCop is user-friendly, technologically advanced and proven in the field.

Mission-critical information at their fingertips.

The PocketCop mobile application delivers critical communications, actionable data and situational awareness for tactical decision-making and responder safety in the field. Now, vital information is as close as your smartphone.

PocketCop offers:

- Actionable data at a glance
- Native mapping with turn-by-turn directions
- View near real-time unit status and locations
- Share secure messages and images with other logged-on units
- Integrates with Caliber CAD for total visibility

“We’ve used PocketCop for over ten years, since its inception. The product performs on all platforms without issues and the support team is excellent.”

-- Steven Smith, Bureau Commander, Newton, MA Police Department
Access critical data virtually anytime, anywhere.

PocketCop’s mobile utility delivers critical communications, actionable data and situational awareness in the field for law enforcement, fire and EMS. Along with this optimal access, you can enhance tactical decision-making and improve responder safety in the field.

Law enforcement agencies get faster access to critical information that increases tactical awareness. Mobile access to NCIC, motor vehicle and other databases provides clear, actionable, parsed information from hundreds of agencies and resources that empower users at the point of contact.

Critical data for officers.
- Search driver’s license barcodes automatically via smartphone camera
- Send and receive pictures and share device location with secure chat
- Control user access to application features with role-based security

Actionable information for dispatchers.
- Reduce time on the radio communicating calls for service
- Receive dispatch and updates faster through integrated CAD
- Get near real-time updates indicating available users
- Near real-time view of responder status and location

Transform your PSAP with Next Generation 9-1-1 Call Handling solutions from AT&T.

Modernize to NG9-1-1 with a Smarter Partner.
AT&T—the industry leader in Public Safety emergency communications—is ready to help you implement and deploy advanced NG9-1-1 solutions.

Let AT&T help you implement the Caliber PocketCop® solution. Smarter technology can help your PSAP improve caller location, enhance security as well as accelerate incident details, response times and public safety outcomes.